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• We are not sociologists...
• What do we want from you?
  • Invite you to think about your own examples for overcoming sociological and cultural challenges working with research domains

• Some Topics
  • Language barriers
  • Perception of unstable/unreliable resources
  • Cross-institutional collaboration
Session Organization (90 min)

- Presentations (50-60 min)
  - Enzo Capone, GÉANT, “Learning from failures”
  - Jan Bot, SURFsara, “Benefits of harmonizing R&E network and NGI Research Engagement activities”
  - Kate Petersen, ESnet, “Connecting the Dots”
  - David Salmon, JISC, “Organizational & Communication issues in supporting research collaborations”
  - Mary Hester, SURFnet, “EYR: Supporting research locally and globally”

- Research Engagement Interactive Session (30-40 min) lead by Jakob Tendel, DFN